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ON THE PROBLEM OF TERMINATING A GAME AT THE 
FIRST INSTANCE OF ABSORPTION* 

V.I. mHoBcYmv 

The sufficient conditions are established for terminating a game at the 
first instant of absorption /If. The satisfaction of these conditions 
ensures the termination of the integration procedure /2/, using the 
operator of programmed absorption at the firststap,, Examples are given. 

1. The concept of the first instant of absorption was introduced in /l/. The possibility 
of terminating a game in a number of cases in a time equal to the duration of the first instant 
of absorption was shown in /3/. With the introduction of the operator T of programmed 
absorption /4-6/, the possibility of terminating a game with the terminal setX in a time 
equal. to the duration of the first instant of absorption follaws from the inclusion 

T,r(T: (-01 T:(X), t <r<b (1.1) 

The form of operator T depends on the class of admissible programmed controls of the 
players IS/, 

Consider a game formulated as follows. The game phase space 2, a segment [a, bl of the 
numerical axis, and the sets P and Q of controls are specified. With each position .ze:Z 
and each pati of numbers a < t<zQ b we place in correspondence the set V@, t, t) of 
wxP%umted controls U; [t, ~1 -r Q of the second player. Witheach programmedcontrol v(.) of that 
setwsPlacrincorrespondenc@ someset u(z, t, z, v(.)) ofprogrammedcontrols a: (t, r]+ P of the 
first player. 

Thetransition rule is specified according to which for any initial position Sandinitial. 
instantof time t= [a, bl a new position is obtained 

z (T) = giz (2, v (-1, u (.))t V v(a) E V(z, t, T), vu (.) E U (2, t, r, v (.))t t <r < b (1.2) 

Using transition rule (l-2), we construct the operator of programmed absorption in the 
following manner /4-6/. Let a,<t<r<b and MC& and the point zetas if an only 
if for any control u(e)= V(z, t, 2) control u(.)~U(z, t, ‘5, of.)) exists for which the point 

2 fi) (1.2) belongs to the set H. From this definition it follows that 

M c Y =+ T,= f&f) c TIT (Y) 0.3f 

The sufficient conditions for realizing the inclusion (1.1) can be obtained in a number 
of cases using the following theorem. Let Z be a linear space and FI : 2r-+2z, i = 1,2,3 and 
.!Lj: 2s422, j = 1,2 be a multivalued mapping that satisfies the condition 

MC: Y =+ Fi (M) C Fi (Y), i = 1, 2 (1.4) 

Theorem l Let the set X be convex and the mappings Ft and L, be such that: 1) for any 
sets H and Y from Z the inclusion FI(M f Y)3 F,(M)+ Lc (Y), i = 1, 2 is satisfied, and 2) 
a number O<l..<i exists such that 

F, (L, 0.X)) ZI w7, (-0, L, (F, ((1 -A) X)) 3 (1 -h)Fa (X) (1.5) 

Then the inclusion 

F, (F, (xtf JF, (XI (1.6) 

is satisfied, 

Proof. From the inclusion (1.4) and the conditions of the theorem we have a chain Of 

inclusions 

F, (F2 (X)) = F,(F2 (XX + (1 -V X)1 2, F, (L, (Lx)) f 

F, ((1 - k)x) 13 F1 (L, (LX)) i- L, (F, ((1 -MX)) 3 

U,(X) + (1 --)F, (2) xF, (X) 

Let us apply this theorem to Some specific classes of games. 
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2. Consider a game with the simple motion /4, 7/ 

E' 5: --f (u, v), v E Q c R’, u E P (v) c R”, 2 E Rn (24 

Let the sets Y (z, t, T) and U (a, t, T, v (*)) be the totality of constant controls V: if tf - Q 
and u: [t, T] -P(v). Then writing down the solution of (2.1) for the constant Controls, and 

using the definition of the operator T, we obtain 

T:(M) = f'l,(M + ('c -t) F (v)), VE Q (2.2) 

F (v) = {z E R": z = f (u, v), IA E k' (v)} 

Let the set V(z, t, T) be the totality of constant controls u: it, d_tQ, and u(z, t, 1, 

~(-1) the totality of piecewise constant controls a: ft, T]+ P(U). In this case 

T,? (M) =II,(M + (r - 0 coF (u)), v E Q .(2.3) 

If ~(2, t, z) and U(z, t, T, v(e)) are sets of piecewise constant controls V: Lt, ~l--tQ and 

u (S) f P (v (s)), t < s < ‘T, then 

T,r(M)= ri,,,hiiM+(r--~~~~)ri~oFivi)) (2.4) 

The interaction is taken wer all sets v,, . . . . v&. from Q, &,, . . . . LRr & > 0, 1% + . . . + 
iifi = 1. 

The mappings (2.2)-(2.4) have the following properties: 

T,T(M + Y) 1 T,?(M) 4 'I', Tt'(hM) = hTIb (M) (3.5) 

Tfb ((1 -A)M) = (I -h) TIb (M), a = (r -q/(&J --t) 

Using the notation E; (M) = T,s (M), FI (M) = TTb (M)? F, (I%?) = T,’ (M), Lj (M) = M, we 
obtain from property (2.5) the inclusion (1.5), Hence, when X is a convex set, the mappings 
(2.2)-(2.4) satisfy the inclusion (1.1). From this it follows that when set X is convex, the 
inclusion 

n, (n, (X -!- s,F (v)) + s,F (w)) ZJ fl, (X -I- (0~ + sr)F (v)) (2.6) 

is satisfied. Here w and v are taken from Q, and the numbers u1 >O,a,>O. Let N be a 
convex set. Let us determine the conditions for the numbers Ui)O SO that the inclusion 

I% (fMy + %N -i- s$ (0)) -f- %N 4 s$ (W)) 3 (2.7) 

'i-l8 + (~3 + 0,) N -I- (a, + a,)F (0)) 

is satisfied. For a convex set Y the inclusion (Z-7) is satisfied, if 
c 

QQOl 6 s2s4 (3.@ 

Indeed, if cr, = 0, the left side of inclusion (2.7) has the form of the left side of 
inclusion (2.6) when X = Y+o,N. If et= 0, the inclusion (2.7) becomes an equation. Let 
(i+rI > 0 then, as follows from (2.8), we have o,> 0. With the notation 6 = (u,u,)/ul the left 
side of inclusion (2.7) has the form of the left side of inclusion (2.6) when X = y-j- (eII_@~ 
and (MO,) N+ F(v) is substituted for F(V). When these expressions are in the right side of 
inclusion (2.6), we obtain the right side of inclusion (2.7). 

Inclusion (2.7) may be used to obtain the sufficient conditions for (1.1) to be satisfied 
in differential games of the form 

z' = -QI (t) ~1 --a, @)f (u,, v), r~ 0, ~1 E A', ~2 E P fv} (2.9) 

where a, and a, are non-negative continuous functions z E R". If, for example, the admissible 
controls of the players are considered in the class of constants, then 

Here and subsequently 

This shows that the 
(2.7) when 01. 1 = <%l>P. 

Tt* lx) = 17, W + <a,>t’ N + Car>? F 0.4) 

(xjab = i z ir) dr 
D 

left side of relation (1.1) has the form 

(2.10) 

of the left side of inclusion 
I pa, s = h-2, 3,“. Hence for the image of (2.10) for any convex set 

_. -. _ _Z( ,c R” the inclusion (i.1) 1s satisried when the condition that corresponds to (2.8) is 
satisfied. 

3, Let us consider a game whose equations of motion have the form 

z' = 0~..4~z + a, (t) vz -i- u2 (t) u, z E Rn, v, E Q c R”, u E S (3.1) 

where A0 is a constant skew-symmetric matrix, v1 is the scalar control restrained by the 
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constraint 
cwlpactumQ 

Iv, [Gl, the functions a,: la, bl+ R are continuous and non-negative, the convex 
contains a zero vector, and S is the Euclidean sphere of unit radius in space R" 

Example. The first player has a simple motion in the 
limited in magnitude &')*_t &')*< f. 

t.y plane, with its velocity 
We introduce the variable q to denote the direction of 

motion of the second player, and write its equation of motion in the form Z; = vI sin cp, yI = 
", cos cp, cp' = "1 /a/. Unlike in /a/ we assume that 06 V,B U. If we change to the variables 

we obtain an equation of the form (3.1). 
Let us writ@ the classes of admissible controls of the players. The number O<VG<l 

is specified. Each admissible control V(T) = (vz (r), v, (r)) from the set V(z, t, z) has the form 
Iv,.(r) 1.551, the control vi(r) is measurable, 
0, 

when tcrr(l -V)t+vz=t(v)we have v*(r)= 
when vi (r) = 0, vz (r)GQ, the control vz (r) is measurable when t(V)< r<t. 
The meaning ofsucha control in this example is as follows: at the beginning the second 

player remains in place but alters the direction o, and then moves along a straight line. 
The ratio of time taken to alter the direction s to the time the point moves along the 
straight line is always constant. 

We assume that the set u(z, t,r, v(+)) of admissible controls of the first player consists 
of all measurable functions u: It, tl- S. The rule of transition (1.2) for the admissible 
controls described is obtained from system (3.1) by using the Cauchy formula 

z (z) = eA@) (z (t) + <cA (a@% + CZ+)>~% A fr) = (vlh’ A” (3.2) 

From the equation A(r) = Ant), t(v) <r<<t and formula (3.21, taking into account the 
form of the control v*(r), we have 

We further have 

z (z) = &t(Y)) (z (t) + e-A(f(v)) <"l~&j + (e%,&~~) (3.3) 

{z E R": z = (e-Aazu>I*, (I: [t, 21~ S} = <a&?Y (3.4) 

(2 E lin: z = <~~~~>~~~~, uz: [t (V), sl+ Q} = <al>&Q 
{B : B = A (t &If, v,: lt, t (Yfl -f 14, 11) = (B = yd”: 1 y / <v (t - t)). 

In these formulae the functions u, vz, vi are assumed to be measurable. In the first of 
equations (3.4) the skew-symmetry of matrix A” is used. 

From the definition of the mapping of T and from formulae (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain 

Z',*(M) = fj,eyZt" i(M i- <~z)t’S>f <a&j Qt, I yl G v tt- 0 (3.lii 

where the symbol C denotes the geometric difference of sets /9/, We fix the arbitrary sets 

p,CRn, and with S 2 0,~ > 0, v> 0 use the notation 

Statement. 

is satisfied. 

Proof. We 

From (3.6) 

We use the 
Then it Eollows 

B (M, 6, u, y) = n sevAD ((M + UP,) XyP,), I Y I $ 6 (3.6) 

When E>O the inclusion 

B (B (ES, 6,. yz, vi). h, yi. WI ~3 B W, 6, + 4, ~1 -I- yz, ~1 + ~2) 

Put 

(3.7) 

Fi (M) = B (M, b,. ~ii. pi). L, (M) = f?y GA' M, I Y I d hi, f =i I, 2 (3.8) 

it then follows that 

fi (U + Y) 3 F, (%,I - Li (Vl 

notation % = :'I! (:I, + :'$I and F,,(eS) for the right side of the inclusion (3.7). 

from (3.6) and (3.81 that 

From the skew-symmetry of the matrix 1% there follows the invariance of the set PS,P>O 

relative to representation Li. Hence 

F1 (f,, (22 S)) = F, (%?I 3 B (lPS, 6, - &, YE. :il) = ;.r:, (ES1 

and according to the theorem the inclusion (3.7) is satisfied. 
If we now set P, = S in (3.6), the equation 

B (ikf, 6. I?. r) = N (.\I -k ps. s. 0 -B. V). U -: p .G fl (3.!l) 
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will be satisfied. 
Let us determine the conditions under which in this case the inclusion 

B (B (ES, 6,, (J*. Y*). 61, (Jl, YJ 3 B (ES, 6, + 6,, cl + 021 Yl + Y2) (3.10) 
is satisfied. 

Statement 2. When P, = S. the inclusion (3.10) is satisfied, if 

%Yl > sly2 (3.11) 

Proof. Let y1 = 0. Then the inclusion (3.10) follows from the form of set (3.6). 

Let VI> 0. Then using the notation P = (o,Y,)/Y,, we have from (3.9) that B(tS, 6,. 0,. yr)= 

B ((e + Of - B) S.&, B,Y*). It follows from this and (3.6) that the left side of inclusion (3.10) 
is the same as the left side of (3.7), when we substitute in it E+o%- fJ for e and @/Y'S) s 
for P,. With this substitution, taking into account the form of the number B, we find 
that the right side of inclusion (3.7) is the same as the right side of inclusion (3.10). 

From the inequality (3.11) and formula (3.5) we obtain the sufficient conditions for 
satisfying inclusion (1.1) when x = ES. This condition has the form 

<cJIL'<cl>&) > <@tr<%%j, r (v) = (1 -v) r + vb (3.12) 

This inequality is satisfied, when the functions a1 are constant, 

4. Linear differential games with a fixed instant of termination can be reduced by the 
change of variables /3/ to a game with simple motion. 

Let the equations of motion have the form 

2' = --u + u + f (t), u c P (t), v E Q (t), 2 E Rn (4.1) 

The sets P(t) and Q(t) are compacta for each TV [a, bl in R", Lebesgue measurable, and 
in the segment [a,bl depend on t. A function D (t)>O exists in that segment, such that 
the sets P(t) and Q(t) are contained in a sphere of radius D (t) whose centre is at the origin 
of coordinates. The measurable function f: [a, bl+R" satisfies the constraint If(t)1 Q D (t). 

v: It, 
case 

Suppose the sets V(z, t,r) and U(z, t,T,v(.)) are the totality of measurable controls 
rI+ Rn and U: It,rl+R” that satisfy the inclusions v(r)~ Q(r) and u (r)E P(r). In that 

Ttr (M) = RIG + <f>rr, Kr @‘I = W + <W~LI <Q>t’ 

From this we can obtain that the inclusion (1.1) is satisfied, if 

R? (Rrb (X)) 3Rtb(X) (4.2) 

Statement 3. Let convex sets Pi and Q1 and a number O<h< 1 exist such that 

<P)z' = P, + P,, <Q>tT=Qz + Qz (4.3) 

(1 - JM’hz = W,, h <Qh” = (1 -V 91 (4.4) 

Then the inclusion (4.2) is satisfied for a convex set X. 

Proof. We use the notation X,=X+ P,. Then from (4-Z) and (4.3), and the properties 
of the geometrical difference AA(B+C)=(AZLB)LC we obtain 

R;(R,"(X)) = NrQn. N =((X, L PI)X<Q>,~+ <P)t7)'Q~ 

Taking into account the convexity of the set X,, we conclude that 

N 23 ((1 - h) X, + PI) - <Q),b + (AX, + <&I') z 91 

From (4.4) it follows that 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

<P>,T 3 h (<P>rT + PI), P, 3 (1 - A) (<P>,' + PI) 

I. (cQ>,~ + Qd ZI QI~ (Q)," C U - 1) UQ),b + QJ 

From here and (4.6) we have the inclusion 

N 3 (X, + tP>r'+ PI) z (<Q>,b + Q1) 

From this, taking into account Xl= X1-P, and the relations (4.3) we obtain that the 
right sides of the first of equations (4.5) contains the set 

(X T P, i tP>,'i J',) = ((Q)Tb + QI + 94 = Ttb (XI 

Consider the case when for all tgrg b 

tP> *'1=.4(tnl) 'I I ,..., <ap)tr), (Qjtr= B(<h),*. . . . . (B,,,):) (4.7) 

where CI, (r) and fii(r) are continuous non-negative functions, and the sets A (a) and B (B) for 
each array of non-negative sets of the numbers a=@,,..., ak) and 6=(&,..., 8,) are convex and 
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have the following linear properties: 

A (a'+ a*) = A te') + A (e*),IA (a) = A (hu)~h& o 
E (8' + 8*) = R (8') + R (B"), u (6) = B (as), a >, 0 

(4.8) 

From formulae (4.7) and (4.8) it follows that conditions (3.4) and (4.4) will be satisfied, 
if there are numbers O<L<i,a~>O,&&O such that 

(1 - h) <WITE has, aid<c~~~, i = 1, . . ., k 
h <B&b = (1 -V Bj, &a (Bj>t*, i = 1, . . ., m 

These conditions will be satisfied, if for all i= 1,...,k and j= 1, . . ..m we have 

From here we obtain the condition which when satisfied results in the satisfaction of 
(4.3) and (4.4) 

mlW(tai>,+l<ai>r") < minj (<Bj>tY<&>t”) (4.9) 

We shall now give some examples of multivalued functions that satisfy (4.8). If A,,. ..Bh. 
are convex compacts in Rn, then A(a)==%Al+...+akA~ satisfies the condition (4.8). 

Let Ai,i = l,...,n+i be defined by the scalar product of inequalities (zi,Z)<l in R". 
Here q, . . .,z,,,+~+, are vectors from Rn and the first of them are linearly independent, and the 
coefficients fi in expansion z~+~= flzl+...+fn~n are negative. 

Consider the set 

A (a,, . . .,a,,, )=n(~iAi)-(t~tl":(~i,Z)~~i,i=I,...,a+l) (&IO) 

in which a* are non-negative. Then, as shown in /lo/, the set (4.10) satisfiescondition (4.8). 
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SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS IN A CLASS OF PROBLEMS OF OPTIMAL 
CONTROL WITH INTEGRAL CONVEX CRITERION* 

T.R. GICHEV 

The problem of optimal control is investigated with a linear law of motion 
and convex quality criterion. A small positive parameter appears in front 
of the derivatives of some of the unknowns in the law of motion. The 

behaviour of the optimal solution is studied when the small parameter 
approaches zero with some assumptions that are different from thos 
encountered in the Literature. 

1, Controlled objects whoee law of motion is 
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